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A reader may fail to understand a text hawse it is unorganized or

incoherent or because the reader is unable to recover the text's structural

organization. This approach to reading assumes that reading difficulty and

comprehension fSilure arise because readers are unable to process texts as

coherent wellstructured descriptions Of causally connected chains of

actions, Alice: states, and mental states (Grasser, 1981; Kemper, 1982;

Ninon, Warren, & Trabisso, 1978; Schad, 1975; Sthink & Abelson, 1977);

These causal liikS of the event chain underlying the text may be directly

stated. If so, the reader need only interconnect these stated.causaI

links by means of a taxonomy of possible caul events. The resulting

causal event chtin will this explain "who did What to whom and why" and

enable the reader to answer questions about the events described in the

text. However, some of the actions; physical states, aid mental states

necessary to costruct the underlying event chain may be missing from the

text. The reader will need to infer these missing causal links in order to

understand the causal event chain. These inferences may be derived from

the taxonomy of possible causal events or blued OA background knowledge or

special expertise. The comprehensibility of a text, thus, should reflect

the its inferential complexity.

In order to assess the inferential complexity of testi, a procedure was

developed to analyze the causal event chains underlying texts. This

procedure was then applied to a variety of texts in order to obtain an

inference load formula for predicCng the grade level difficulty of texts.

This approach to analyzing texts was then show to have broad generality by
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its application to the analysis of the spontaneous, oral narratives of

children and to the analysis of temporal pauses during storytelling.

A. The-Event Chain Analysis of Texts

A three-step process for parsing texts was developed. Texts are

decomposing into a linear sequence of actions; physical states, and mental

states. Using a taxonomy of possible causal events, the event chain

underlying the text is recovered and the inferred causal links are

identified.

Clause segmentation

A text is initially divided into syntactically-determined clauses. Two

general types of clauses are recognized: tensed clauses which contain

verbs inflected for tense and untensed clines which contain isperitive or

infinitive verbr that are not inflected. four tense markers can be used to

identify tensed verb,: -ed characteristic of put tense verbs, 1 that

marks third-person, singular present tense verbal his thit signals

perfective tense verbs, and -LEI of progressive tense verbs, Irregular

verbs ire thuse that are not ihflected by theie markers.

Tensed and untensed verbs may be found in simple, coordinate, or

complex sentences, Complei sentences consiit of a miin or matrix clauses

With one or more embedded clauses. Six types of -complex sentences are

recognized: sentences containing infinitive phrases, gerundive phrases,

noun phrase compliments, relative cliusel, particiOal adjectives, and

subordinate clauses. A text Le parted into Clauses by first locating the

verbi in each simple or coordinate sentence or in each matrix or embedded

clause of a complex sentence.

)1 4
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The Classification of Clauses

In the second step of the analysis of texts as event Chi* each

chum is classified as either an action, a physical 'tete, ors mental

state, As in the first step, syntactic criteria and procedures are used to

cloudy the Clauses. Action' are distinguished from states oa the basis

of three criteria: (I) Actions can be expressed with verbe in the

"progressive" aspect. (2) Actions can answer questions such as "Whet

happened?" Or "Whet': *poling?" (3) Aitions can be used in imperative

constructing. Actions include processes involving the chap of state or

condition of objects and the activities of agents.

States include both observable physical states and unobsekvable mental

states. Physical states include states of possession, attributioi, and

specification. Mental states include emotions, cognitions, and intentions,

Such states represent enduring, although not permanent, properties or

characteristics of agents, objects, and locations.

Event-CheithCenstruetion

A taxonomy of possible causal connections is used to construct the

event chain underlying a text. The taxonomy assumes that there are four

types of meal connections: (1) One event sy cause a new physical

state - -a resulting causal link. (2) One event may cause a new mental

state--an initiation link. (3) One event may cause a new action by

enabling the action to occur or (4) by providing a psychological motive or

reason for the action. These Pout types of causation are constrained so

that an srtion cannot cause a new action-, a physical state cannot leadto a
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new physical state and a mental state cannot cause new mental or physical

states.

Not all the causal links in the event chain underlying a text are

explicitly stated. Some must be inferred. In genets!, action - action;

physical state - physical State, mental state - dental state; And mental 'Rate-

physical state sequences in a text require obligatorally inferred actions

or states; These inferences are required in order to repair apparent

violations of the clued taxonomy.

Thus the analysis of texts as causal event chain' uses a clued

taxonomy to establish connections between the actions and states described

in the text, When necessary; actions and states are inferred to repair

violAtions of thie taxonomy.

B. Predicting Comprehensibility

Hatthing a text to the knowledge and skill of the reader is not a new

idea; formulas for determing the tedibility of texts hove been used for at

least 40 years, To dote, however, readability formulss have been based on

the surface ChAracteiisties of texts. As a result, they are unable to

distinguish s well-structured text from a sequence of randomly ordered

sentences (Hirsch, 1971; Lunch & Vipoad, 1978; Hire, 1974/75).

The.knowledge-bAsed approach to text comprehenaion ammo that readers

actively use background knowledge in order to interpret whit they read

(Gikiier, 1981; Sanford & 0irrod, 1981; Schenk 6 Abelson, 1977).

Comprehension, then, in thir Approach involves an active process of

constucting a coherent chain of causally and temporally related events.

Readers must understand the causes and consequences of physical and

Causal Inferences
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historical events and of characters' actions and motives. The difficulty

of a text should reflect how easily a reader can establish the causally

connected event chain underlying a text, Hence, a primary source of

comprehension difficulty is the inferential processing required to

construct the causally connected underlying event chain. By measuring the

inferential demands that a text places on reader:, it is possible to adjust

the difficulty of texts for readers who differ not only in reading skill

but also in background knowledge and special expertise.

In order to match text and reader io terms of the inferential

complexity of texts, an inference load formula for determining the

inferential complexity of texts has been developed, This formula relies on

the decomposition of texts into causally connected chains of events,

Multiple regression techniques were used to obtain the best fitting

regression equation for predicting the infernce load of texts that differ

in grade level suitability (Kemper, in press),

Materials

The McCall and Crabbs (1979) Standard test lessons in reading consist

of a series of short passages designed to evaluate reading and

comprehension skills. Grade level norms, based on large scale field

testing, are provided for students' performance on eight multiple-choice

questions about each passage. The passages Ipso third grade to high school

reading levels, Sixty-two passages were selected from this corpus. Two

coders independently parsed these passages into clauses identified as

actions; physical states, or mental states. Then, using the causal

taxonomy described above, the coders constructed the event chain underlying
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each text. The event chain analysis of a sample text is presented in Table

Wirt Tible 1 About Here

Resulti

A regression analytis vat performed to obtain an infdrence load formula

for asietilas the difficulty of texts with different grtde levels. The

dependent variables was the grade level of each passage. Six independent

or predictor variables were used; they were based on the density of stated

and inferred causal links of each type. The mean number of actions,

physical states, and mental gates, both stated and inferred; was obtained

from the two coder0 perste. This number was divided by the number of

words in the passage to give the density of each type of causal link.

The "best subset" approach to regression wet used (Daniel & Wood,

1971). The six predictor variables were fitted to the grade level reading

score for each of the 62 passages. Grade level is positively correlated

with the density of stated actions and inferred physical states, Grade

level decreases with the density of stated physical states and mental

states, The incidence o: stated actions is negatively correlated with the

incidence of stated mental states but positively correlated with the

inferred physical states and inferred mental states. Thus passages trade

off gated actions with stated physical and'mental states. The more

difficult passages include more actions and fewer physical and mental

states than do the easier passages.

Causal Inference.
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The "best subset" of equations with two, three, and four predictors

were obtained. Host include stated mental states; that with two predictors

adds stated physical states, Host of the equations with three or four

predictors include stated or inferred mental lutes and gated or inferred

physical states. Overall, the "best" fitting equation, in terms of C- and

R
2
statistics, has three predictors: stated mental states, inferred mental

atter, and stated physical states. This equation is more fully described

in Table 2,

Insert Table 2 About Here

Comparison of Inference load and Dale-Chill Formulas

The "belts fitting regression equation can be used as an Inference Load

formula for predicting the comprehension difficulty of texts, Its

predictive power was compared to that of the Dale -Chill (1948) readability

formula. Two coders computed both the Inference load score and the Dale-

Chill corrected grade levels of 18 new mules, The predicted grade

levels obtained from the Dale -Chill fault correlate r(16) = +.63; with

the reported HcColl-Crebbi grade levels. Nonetheless the inferential

complexity of the passage correlated !(16) : +.63 with the reported grade

levels;

Conclusions

Major readability fornulas to data have been based on the surface

aspects of texts, They do succeed in predicting performance on

comprebeasion texts but there is no obvious explanation as to why measures
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Sf oentence and word length should predict performance on comprehension

testa. By decomposing texts into causal event chains, the inferential

complexity of texts can be assessed and their comprehensibility determined,

The inference load approach both predicts the relative difficulty of texts

and explains the source of comprehension failure: Texts are difficult to

understand when they require readers to mike many inferences; comprehension

failure results whenever the reader Is unable to inter missing causal

connection due to limitations in background knowledge of experience.

Texts mty be made easier to understand by Idding.liseing clued links; the

difficulty of texts may be increased by deleting some. By lowering the

inference load of a text, it may be rendered comprehensible to readers who

would otherwise be unable to infer missing causal links,

C. Development of Event Chains

The event chain analysis of texts was shown to have broad generality by

applying it to the analysis of children's spontaneous; oral narratives:

Storytellers must learn to construct causally ordered sequences of events,

In order to tell a story; a child must be able to describe the events in

such a way that the listener can follow the chain of causality. Not only

must the storyteller describe the protagonist's actions; but the

storyteller oust also explain the character's motives; the circumstances

that make some actions possible and others impossible, and the result' of

the chanter's actims. The present research examines chronological

changes in the causal structure of children's narratives. Between the ages

of two and ten years; children gradually master the ability to tell stories

that describe causally connected sequences of events (Kemper; to appear);

()
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Materials

SuttonSmith (1981) has made available 1 collection of children',

narratives. The children range in age from two to ten years. Initially 54

stories from the SuttonSmith collection were analyzed.

Analysis

Each story was parsed by two judges into the underlying event chain

using the prxeduce described above, Following the identification of the

actions, physical states, and mental states mentioned in the narratives,

the judge', using the causal tummy, recovered the underlying event

chains. These event chains contained those inferred action', physical

ages, and mental Aga necessary to repair violations of the canal

rules. Two example stories and their analyses are presented is Table 3.

Insert Table 3 About Rem

Results

The narratives were initially analyzed for chronological chaps in

caul structure. Figures 1 msdl 2 SOMigite the differeoces, across ages,

in the densities of stated and inferred actions; physical states; and

mental states. Stated actions are negatively correlated with stated

physical states and positively' correlated with inferred actions and

inferred physical states; Stated physical states tre.nclatively correlated

with Weird mental states; Inferred actions increase with inferred

physical states and inferred mental states; inferred physical states and

mental states are positively correlated. Thus storytellers trade off
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Is and stated physical states with inferred mental states.

have a high density of stated actions also require many

mrticularly of actions and physical States.

Insert Figures 1 and 2 About Here

f the storyteller is also negatively correlated with the

o number of words in the narration. Thus older children tell

a. Significant negative correlations were obtained between

le storyteller and the density of inferred acitons, inferred

g; and inferred mental states. Age was positively correlated

ity of stateu mental states. Thus older children told stories

fewer inferences than those told by the younger children. The

0 year ads were Inger, but contained, proportionally, more

than those of two year olds.

length of the stories increases with the age of the

the composition of the stories &leo changed chronologically.

s, inferred actions, inferred physical states, and inferred

are positively correlated with the inverse of the length of

. Thu', longer stories involved more stated actions, inferred

reed physical states, and inferred mental states per 100 words

shorter nazestives.

of causal links children inclUde in their narratives changes

ly as well. Initiations and motivations are largely absent in

f two and three year olds and gradually appear in those of

Causal Inferences
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tour to six year olds. Their reliance on enablement causation,

correspondingly, declines as children learn to explain why characters act

as they do.

The best fitting regression equation for predicting the age of the

storyteller from the event chain analysis is presented in Table 4. It

includes the densities of stated actions and mental stets. of inferred

physical states and inferred links, and of inverse word length as

predictors. For this equation, Ci = .07 and R2 = .75.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Conclusions

Between the ages of two and ten years; childret gradually master the

ability to tell stories that describe causally connected sequences of

events. Stories told by two year olds are primarily lists of characters'

actions; these actions are without cause or consequence. Gradually,

children's stories change to include the motivating mental states and

enabling physical states that cause the actions and the physical and mental

states that are the consequences of the actions.

D. Pausing and Inferring

The event chain analysis of texts identifies three types of junctures

between syntactically-defined clauses: (1) one douse may follow another

as a smooth continuation of the event chain, (2) a gap in the event chain

may occur between clauses such that one or more causal links may be missing

between two temporally and causally successive Has (3) a gap in the event

13
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ur such that there is a back-up or regression to a causally-

the event chain. These junctures, reflecting the linear

of a causally-connected chain of event, are determintd by

iCiaift Side &king the production Of the text: These

at the content and organization of a twit may also affect the

action of it. Consequently, pauses between clauses during the

story, may occur. To investigate thia possiblity, pauses at

free types of between-clause junctures were examined.

12) has asked speakers to view a film and then to orally re-

r. The transcriptions of these oral re-tellings, from twenty

tkers, include measured pauses. The pause data from 12

med. That from the remaining 8 speakers was not used as the

!re short and incomplete, as a result, coherent causal event

lot be constructed ffom these re-tellings.

re-telling of the film was parsed into a causal event chain.

Id vagaries in the oral versions were resolved by reference to

account of the original film. A single judge parsed the 12

i second judge independently parsed four. The judges agreed

.ifications of 937. of the stated actions, physical states, and

and 86% of the inferred causal links. Each pause, as

4 original transcripts, was classified ai either occuring

e or between two clause. The between-clause pauses were

,fled as occuring at continuations of the event chain, gaps in

Causal Inferences
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the event chain, or back-ups of the event chain. For the four re-tellings

analyzed by the two judges, pauses were reliably classified 96% of the

time. Examples of the four types of clauses are given in Table 5.

Insert Table 5 About Here

Resulti

Two analyses were performed to compare the incidence and duration of

within-and between-clause pauses. The proportion of within-clause pauses

and pauses at continuations, gaps, and back-ups of the event chain was

determined for each speaker's re-telling. Then the average length, in

seconds, of each type of pause was calculated for each speaker. Finally,

the total time each speaker paused was determined and the proportion of

this total pause time for each type of pause was calculated. The results,

averaged across speakers, are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

Insert Figures 3 and 4 About Here

Pauses were more likely to occur between clauses than within clauses,

X2(1) = 7.84, p t .0i. Of the between-clauses pauses, those at

continuations of the event chain were less likely than those at the two

types of discontinuities, X2(1) = 15.25, E t .01. However, pauses at gaps

in the event chains were as likely as pauses at back-ups to prior causal

links X2(1) = 1.71, p > .10.
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There were no significant differences in the average length of the

within- and between.clause pauses (all 2 ) .10). However, when the total

pause time is considered, more time was spent pausing between clauses than

within clauses, t (11) : 3.71, 2 < .05. The speakers spent proportionally

less time pausing at continuations of the event chains than at

discontinuities; t (11) = 4.95, p < .05. However, the proportions of time

spent pausing at gaps and back-ups of the event chain were similar p

.05.

Conclusions

These results demonstrate that the oral production of texts reflects

Active decisions about causal organization; The event chain underlying a

text may be abridged or temporally and causally re-ordered is the story is

told; One consequence is thit 'pager§ pause while telling the story

between links in the event chain. The between - clauses pauses appear to

reflect at least three factors: causal continuities in the event chain,

gaps between causally-successive links, and back-ups to causally prior

links. The analysis desmnstrates that between-clause pauses ire more

frequent than withirrclAuse pauses and that pauses At event chain

caatihaties arc less frequent than pauses it discontinuities.

Summery

Research to date has demonstrated that texts cad be reliably decomposed

into chains of causally-connected actions, physical states, And mental

glue. The grade level salability, in terse of reading level; of texts .

is a function of the density of stated mental states, stated physical

states, and inferred mental states in the texts. From the third to twelfth

Causal Inferences
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erodes; the difficulty of texts increases with the complexity of the causal

event analysis of the texts. Further, the spontaneoci oral stories of

children can be analyzed as causal event chains. Thin analysis reveals

that the causal structure of children's narratives changes with their

chronological ages. Children learn to include the motives and results of

characters' action' in their narratives. Finally; pauses during the oral

retelling of a film reflect the inferential complexity of texts; Gips sad

retrogressions in the oral retelling's underlying event chain ire

omitted with more and longer pauses this are smooth continuations; The

analysis of texts is causally connected chains of events provide: insight

into factors that affect narrative comprehension and production.

17
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Table 1

The event chain analysis of a sample passage. Slash marks segment the text

into clauses. Each clause is labeled as sl action (A), a physical state

(PS), ors mental state (HS). The clauses ire serially numbered.

Following the plunge, the underlying event dein is schemstically

presented, Inferred actions and states are indicited by the unlabeled

nodes;

A mystery spot

/There is a "mystery spot" near Santo Crux, California, PS1/ All

trees in this mystery spot lean in one direction, A2/ but redwoods a short

distance from it grow straight and tall, A3/ People hive great diffinilty

PS4/ walking in the mystery sea. A5/ Their feet feel like lead., PS6/

It is sliest necessary PSI/ to dreg themselves along the trail A8/ by

holding onto a handrail. A9/ Many are unable I1S10/ to step over a low

doorsil and into a cabin. All/ They enter Al2/ by sitting on the doorsil

A13/ And swinging their feet over it. Al 4/ When standing in the cabin,

PS15/ they lean in the same direction es the trees. Al 6/ They feel NS17/

as though they are standing as usual, PS18/ but actually they are reining

it such an angle A19/ that they look ludicrous to people PS20/ witching

them. A21/

/Two concrete slabs lie about six inches apart. PS22/ One ii Wide

the mystery spot PS23/ and the other outside it. PS24/ When 1 person

five feet till PS25/ stands on the mystery-spot slab A26/ he looks taller
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than a person PS2I/ sit feet tall PS20/ standing on the other slab, P5291

although the tvo slabs are relly on the sane level. PS30/

/It is the guess of Einstein and neny other scientists PS 31/ that

gravity is pulling harder at that spot. 132/

PS1>A2 & 13

PS1>A5PS4 6 PS6

65-)111->A8

PS4)1110-0611

1i510613.)PS- >614

M4 >PS--)Al2

6I2 ,PSIS- ->61E 6 till

PS18 1411

PS1575619-5PS20

1121-- )PS20

PSI-45PS22 I P323 & PS24--->A26

P1115- )116---$P821

P528 & P019.-->A--41$21

PS30-06.--)P32I

PS32--)PS1...)A--->PS31

Canssl Inferences
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Tibli 2

The Beat Regression Equation for Measuring the

Inference Load of a Teit

C : 0,92

R2 : .58

adjusted R
2
= .55

multiple R .76

residual mean square : 3.31

standard error of the estimate : 1.82

F(3,56): 5.44, 2 < .05

Split -half cross validatioc P(28,27) = 1.08, F > .05

Variable Coefficient

Intercept 8,41

Stated Mental States +,54

Stated Physical States -.86

Inferred Mental States +.23

0 C
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Table 3

Event chain analyses of two example stories, Each is parsed into a

sequence of actions, physical states, or mental states. They are numbered

to faciliate interpretation of the event chains which follow. In theie

dui* inferred causal lido are indicated in parentheses:

Story 1

Al An astronaut went into space

AS le was attacked by a monster

. . . . . ,

PS3 Be get in kii ship

A4 le flew away

Event chain

A1-0(11 WAS Ili SPACE)-->A2

A2 --)(101 WAS AFRAID) - ->(ER RE-ENTERED HIS SPACESHIP)-->PS3-->A4
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Table 3 (continued)

Story 2

PSI There was a little fish

PS2 It was named Josh

A3 He was going to a fair

PS4 There were fishers over the fair

AS The fishermen caught everyone

PS6 The catch included Josh

Al They put the fish in the hole

PS8 There were sharks and string rays

A9 A ray was going after Josh

A10 A shark chised the sting ray

11511 The shirk wanted something

Al2 The 'hark ate the ray

A13 The sting ray stopped chasing Josh

Ali It ran away

AIS A fight occurred

A16 Another shark gobbled up Josh's family

All It left

PS18 The boat was sailing

PS19 And sailing

Causal Inferences

Table 3 (continued)

Story 2

PS20 And sailing

PS21 There was a big storm

A22 It hit rocks

PE3 It made a hole

A24 Josh escaped

A25 He went back

A26 Re stayed there

PS21 He was big

Event chain

PSI -4(SONEONE ISTENED IT) - ->P$2

PSI -->A3 -.)(11 WAS AT THE FAIR) - ->A5 ->PS6

PS4- ->A5- ->(THE FISH WIRE RESTRAINED) - ->Al

Al - ->(THAY WERE IN THE HOI1)-->A9 A10, A16 and A24

PS8 ->A9, A101 and Al6

A10-->(SHARX CAUGHT THE RAY)-->Al2

liS11-->A10 ->(THE RAY WAS AFRAID) ->A14

Al2 and A14-->(THERE WAS A CONFRONTATION)

A16- >(IT WAS SATISFIED) - ->All

PS18, PS19, and PS20- ->A22- ->PS23 ->A24

A24->(JOSH WAS FREE) - ->A25

A25 ->(111 WAS HONE)-->A26 ->P$27

'21
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Table 4

The heat regression equation for predicting the age of

the storyteller for the Sutton-Smith collection.
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Table 5

Examples of withii-clauses and between-clauae pauses (in seconds) from ors'

retellings in The Pear Stories (Chafe, 1982). Between-Clause pauses ire

Chained as continuations, gsps, or biri-ups.

C_ :007

R - .75 1. Pause; within clauses

multiple R .81 ..,a man goes by with a -.24- teak goat...

adjusted R = .70 ...there's a rock in the road and he -.25- hits it with his bike...

residual mean squire = 2.11
2. Pause; between chum

standard error of the estimate = 1.45 a. Contionstions: those psnses between stated, ausilly-succeisive

F(5.48) 12.85, 2 .001 or collators1 clause,

.,,the boys realize he's forgotten his hat -.55- So one of them

Coefficient Contribution to 1
2

whistles to him...

intercept

Stated Actions

Inferred Physical States

inferred Links

Inverse Word Length

Stated Mental States

5.75 ----

f .22 0,04

.61 0.01

f .21 0.05

-1.96 0.08

.06 0.05

...he realizes that -.45 one basket is gone...

...(he) looks it the man, -1.5- looks at the bushels...

b. Gips: those pauses between two stated clauses that an be

causdlyconnected by means of one or more inferred causal links;

these pauses fill gaps in the event chain

...then he decides to take the whole basket. -.9- And he puts in on

(his bicycle)

...and they're eating pears -1.2- and they walk off...

...this kid ;comes along with a bicycle -.55- And be rips off...

c. Back-ups: those pauses between two stated clauses that cannot be

connected by one or more inferred causal links, these pauses results

from "backing-up" of the event chain to a previous link

3u 31
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...walking back...the way the first boy come -1,35- Meanwhile the man

who's picking pearl...

then a boy comet by on a bicycle, the man is in the tree -.9- and

the boy gets off the bicycle...

...is he's holding on to the handlebars he takes off with them. 4.35-

then...a girl rides (toward him)...

Figure Captions

Figure 1: Chronological chops in the densities of stated and inferred

scams physical states, and mental owes in children's oral

narratives.

Figure 2: Chronological changes in the densities of initiation,

motivation, resultant, and emblement causation in children's

oral narratives.

Figure 3: The mean number And a mean length (in seconds) of pauses within

and between-Cilme during oral retellings in ThePearStoriet

(Chsfel'1982).

Figure 4: The percent of the total pause time for pauses within- and

between-climes during oral retellings is The Pear -Stories

(Chafe, 1982).
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